Honour a physician with the honour due unto him for the works which ye may have of him: for the Lord hath created him. For of the most High cometh healing, and he shall receive honour of the king. The skill of the physician shall lift up his head: and in the sight of great men he shall be in admiration.—Book of Ecclesiastes, Chapter 38, Verses 1-3. Being the First Lesson for St. Luke's Day.

No other individual in modern medicine has revealed such a variety of accomplishments as Harvey Cushing: master-surgeon, neurologist, physician, critical investigator, medical bibliophile, inspiring teacher, litterateur, artist! His craftsmanship and technical performance in surgery were superb; his precise exploration of the nervous system made him an eminent neurologist; his care of and interest in his patients were an example for the most devoted family physician and brought to him the faith and love of patients above what is accorded most physicians; his curiosity led him to an interest in original sources and a love of books which resulted in his amassing a great medical library and becoming one of the leading medical historians of his day; his scientific medical contributions form an important background in neurophysiology and endo-

1 The Williams, his maternal ancestor's name, was finally dropped after his settling in Boston in 1912, where his mail often became confused with that of a surgical colleague, Dr. Hayward Warren Cushing. But an even earlier episode had warned him of this difficulty, for in 1895 when he had taken the examination for house-pupil at the Massachusetts General Hospital, he failed to hear the result for a long time after the other candidates had been notified. Investigation revealed that his notice of successful application, which seemed all-important to him at that time, had been forwarded to the same Dr. Hayward Warren Cushing, one of the most promising younger surgeons of Boston. This first incident was probably a major influence in his dropping the use of his middle name in his publications as early as 1900.